Using our innovative technology, backed up by our professional
proof-readers, we quickly check, amend and ensure the quality and
professionalism of your content, in almost any language.
IN SUMMARY
Our fantastic new technology can quickly check
text of any length, and ensure that the language
flows, sentence structure is excellent, content
grammatically sound, and spelling mistakes
corrected. It also has the ability to change the tone
of your content, and find and replace any words or
phrases based on your specific requirements.
It’s particularly effective for technical, legal,
procedural and instructional documents.

A PERFECT SOLUTION FOR
BUSINESSES THAT:
•

Want to perfect the accuracy, flow and
professionalism of text

•

Want to alter tone or replace specific words or
phrases

•

Are writing material in non-native languages

•

Have existing translated content which needs
final touches to perfect or ‘localise’

•

Have large volumes of text to be checked

•

Need a timely, cost-effective, high-quality
solution

GUILDHAWK TEXT PERFECT–
Trusted in any language
Find out how we can help
your business today:
+44 (0) 207 397 2770
info@guildhawk.com

INTRODUCING

Guildhawk
Text Perfect

guildhawk.com

Some examples of Text Perfect in action:
You need to create a manual for a new product.
Your development team created the product, and know how it works,
so they’re best placed to write the manual. But the content needs to be
created in English, and, while your dev team have good English, they are
not native.
No problem! Your team can create the manual based on their in-depth
knowledge, and we’ll make it native for you!
Using the Text Perfect technology, we can ensure your manual is
grammatically correct, makes sense, and can be used by your English
users seamlessly.

You are managing the production of multilingual training materials for
your staff.
These have been translated by the various in-country departments, but
they were not made familiar beforehand with the specific brand terms
they should be using, and the specific terms they should not!

You need to create a manual for a new product.

Easy! Just send the language versions to us, as they are, along with a
list of DOs and DON’Ts for terminology, and we can use Text Perfect to
search out and replace incorrect terms with on-brand ones.
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decided you need a more targeted portal for your UK audience. So you
need your US English web copy localised to UK English.

Original:
Sneakers, US 8

We can use Text Perfect to take the existing website content and update
the spelling from US to UK, change terminology, and even localise
things like clothing sizes, measurements, and dimensions to regional
preferences.

Suggestion:
Trainers, UK 6
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